
As said by the SAT, this tool is designed to give legal certainty to  contributors, allowing them to verify
that  the invoices issued by vendors comply with the legal requirements and are dully  authorized by the
SAT, it also enables the verification of the vendors status before SAT in terms of compliance with their
tax obligations such as filing tax returns and updating data. In that sense, the tool turns out to be useful
for taxpayers who may want to verify that the invoice issued by the vendor has been authorized by the
Tax Administration, in order to have certainty of its compliance, therefore a legal document to be used
in their tax return.

However, it is important to clarify that verification as a tool should not aim to impose additional
obligations on taxpayers and limit their rights. In accordance with the law, the taxpayer complies with
its VAT obligation at the time of payment for its purchases, and not verifying a document that supports
a material operation should not be a limitation to the contributor to include it as a deductible expense or
VAT credit. 

SAT INTEGRATED
VERIFICATION SYSTEM

he Superintendency of Tax Administration (“SAT”) launched its new application called
“Integrated Verification”, the main purpose of this application is to expand the tax base. 
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The consequences arising from non-compliance with the formal requirements of the tax document
could not have consequences for the taxpayer who received the invoice. The responsibility for
compliance with formal requirements of the invoice relies on the issuer, so in case of non-
compliance, SAT may sanction it as part of its audit and verification function. 

As for the other purpose of this tool, in terms of the taxpayer being able to verify the information of
the suppliers, is also controversial, the taxpayer has the right to be guaranteed the reserved nature of
the information given to the tax administration in the terms provided by law. The Law on Access to
Public Information, defines the way in which public, autonomous or decentralized entities, such as
SAT, can use citizens' information and this tool could contradict the limitations imposed by said
regulations by making taxpayers personal data available to the public. 

Hence the questions,to whatextent can theTax Administrationdisclose or makeavailable the
taxpayers information tothe public,that couldbe consideredsensitive such asbreaches and
omissions?Implementing a toolthat canbe madeavailable to anyonewho hasan NITnumber is
undoubtedlya matterthat generatescontroversy, not onlyfrom thetax perspectivebut also from
personal data protection concerns.

On the otherhand, regardingthe additionof obligationsto taxpayers,we canrelate that inJanuary 2019
theSAT incorporatedinto theVAT declarationform SAT2237 thesection "Detail of Suppliers(Tax
Credit)",which requiredTaxpayers to includein saidparagraph the informationof the10 mostrelevant
suppliers. Thisrequirement imposed bySAT wasprovisionally suspended bythe ConstitutionalCourt
inresolution dated July21st, 2021, forbeing arequirement that isnot inaccordance with
Constitutionalregulations and imposesadditional obligations ontaxpayers. 

Without leaving aside thebenefits of thistool forthe TaxAdministration and fortaxpayers who
promotehigh standardsof compliance;its implementationand scopemust beframed within
anadequate and balancedregulation.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.
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